Choosing Your Puppy
It’s all too easy. You have a quick look on your phone and find there are
puppies available close by. You call the ‘breeder’ and arrange an
immediate visit. Now, you’re faced with all those adorable bundles of fluff –
how can you resist? … And then the breeder asks if you want to buy two…
This is a story we hear over and over again. And although it doesn’t always
work out badly, it often doesn’t end well either.

Deciding to get a dog should be a well-considered and thoughtful process. You should choose
the type of dog according to your personality, life-style, environment AND the health and welfare
of the dog. Having chosen the type or breed, you should then spend time researching and
finding the right breeder – someone who genuinely cares about their dogs and will help and
support you in the early weeks, as well as (crucially) offering to have the dog back if at any time
in the future you cannot keep it.
Once you’ve decided to get a puppy, choosing the one that’s right for you could be the
difference between many happy, trouble-free years and a worrying, possibly heart-breaking
future. The early weeks of a puppy’s life are crucial to its development, so take your time and
keep your head! Try taking these notes with you when you first meet your new pet-to-be. Bear in
mind that all puppies for sale should be fit and healthy.
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First Impressions
• Is the house reasonably respectable?
• Were the puppies born in the house? Are they still indoors? It is generally better if
puppies are bred indoors as they will have had early experiences of life in a house,
including noises such as the vacuum cleaner, doorbell, comings and goings of different
people etc.
• Are there people around? Puppies need to see and meet many different people in
those early weeks.
• Is it a busy household?
It’s vitally important to meet the mother of the puppies. Be extremely wary if she is not around,
and look at her carefully – is she really the puppies’ mother? Some unscrupulous dealers will
pretend that another dog is actually Mum, while others make up all-too-credible stories to
explain why she’s not present. When you meet the puppies, take a look and ask yourself if the
mother is the kind of dog that you’d like to own, because your puppy will almost certainly have
inherited some of her characteristics, and will have learned from her behaviour too.

Meeting the Breeder
• Do they enthuse about the litter? Are they passionate about them and know details
about the breed or type that they are keen to tell you.
• Are they keeping one of the puppies? (Always a good sign)
• Do they ask you lots of questions about your suitability as an owner or are they just
keen to get their hands on your cash? Never be tempted to buy two pups just
because you feel sorry for them.
• Do they have several litters of puppies of different breeds? This could indicate that
they are effectively ‘puppy farming’.
• Where is the father of the puppies? It’s unlikely that he’s there, so ask who and
where he is and if you can meet him or at least see a photo.
• What are the puppies being fed on? Ask if you can take some of this home with you.
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Looking at the litter
• Have the puppies got plenty of items and toys to play with?
• How do they interact with each other? Watch for any real underdog or one that is
bullying the others. Don’t automatically choose the one who “chooses” you!
• Look for a sociable puppy that is happy to come and meet you and doesn’t hang back.
• Where are the puppies going to the loo? Are they already becoming house trained by
being taken outside by the breeder or using a puppy pad?

Handling the puppies
•
•
•
•

Is the puppy really pleased to see you or has it just come for a sniff?
Is it more interested in playing with its littermates than meeting you?
Will the puppy take a food treat from you?
Look for a puppy that enjoys being gently cuddled while you have a look at its ears
and paws.
• Avoid any that struggle and do not settle down fairly quickly when you’ve stroked
them for a little while.
• If you raise your voice or there’s a noise, what is the pups’ reaction? Puppies may well
be startled by sudden loud noises, but should settle down again really quickly.
And finally …… Choose the one that steals your heart,
your happiness in the next 15 or so years depend on it!

A bit about Sarah
Sarah Whitehead, BA(Hons), MSc is a Certified Clinical Animal Behaviourist,
with a passion for canine body language and facial expression.
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Sarah Whitehead has over 25 years experience in the
industry, she is a world renowned international lecturer, best selling
author and pet behaviour counsellor seeing dogs and cats with
behavioural problems on referral from veterinary surgeons
(even consulting with the Royal Family!).
Sarah has an MSc in Animal Behaviour and is a full member of the
APBC (Association of Pet Behaviour Counsellors) and APDT
(Association of Pet Dog Trainers, no 00156). She is also one of only a
small number of specialists to have achieved the status of Certified
Clinical Animal Behaviourist (CCAB) and is an Animal Behaviour
Training Council (ABTC) Registered Clinical Animal Behaviourist.
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